
Example #1: Caging a Bobcat
A bobcat needed to be trained to enter a cage where a

door could be dropped so that it could be examined.The
bobcat lived in a wooded zoo habitat and had begun staying
away from the cage when humans were near, presumably to
avoid capture.Training began with the trainer standing
outside the habitat fence and tossing bits of meat into the
enclosure.Eventually, the bobcat investigated the meat.As
it ate, the trainer made a “click”with a clicker. Repeated
pairings of the clicking sound with the consumption of a
treat turned the clicker into a secondary reinforcer.

When the bobcat was consistently approaching tossed
treats, which coincidentally resulted in its approaching
the trainer, movement toward the trainer was reinforced
with a click, and the word come was added. Importantly,
the behavior was trained before the word that was to be
the eliciting stimulus was added. Now, the first step in
shaping the bobcat toward the ultimate, desired behavior
was initiated: the meat chunks were tossed shorter and
shorter distances so that the bobcat had to be willing to
come closer to the fence to receive a reward.This was a
gradual process that took many training sessions.

When the bobcat was coming all the way up to the
fence, the next step was to teach it to sit on command.
This was accomplished by waiting for it to sit, then
clicking and tossing it a treat. Again, once the behavior
was established, the eliciting stimulus, or command—in
this case, the word sit—was added. Once the bobcat
consistently came up to the fence where the trainer was
and sat on command, the trainer began gradually moving

up and down the fence line. Over many sessions, the
bobcat learned to alternately follow the trainer and sit at
various locations along the fence of its housing.This
exercise was carried out for a long time so that the bobcat
became confident that the training sessions would
consistently be rewarding, pleasant experiences. Eventually,
the trainer began progressing toward the cage with the
drop door. Over a period of weeks, the bobcat learned to
follow the trainer to the cage. Finally, the trainer could go
directly to the cage at the beginning of the training
session and the bobcat would enter.This training required
several months, in part because of a regular turnover of
volunteer trainers.

Example #2: Backing a Doe
The doe described in this column also had a habit of

crowding visitors, a potentially dangerous behavior,
especially if the visitors were young children.Therefore,
it was trained to “back,” using traditional shaping. In
this case, the technique of luring was used. A treat was
held at the doe’s nose, and the doe was allowed to eat
until it learned that the hand was a source of food.Then
the treat was held under its chin so that it had to move
its chin and mouth back to obtain the treat. Gradually,
the treat was held farther and farther back until the doe
had to take a step backward to get to the treat. The word
back was paired with the behavior as was sit in training
the bobcat.With continued training, the doe was
required to take progressively more steps before it
received the treat.
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Figure 1. The bobcat in the capture cage.The raised
drop door can be seen above the trainer’s extended arm. In
this photograph, the bobcat is being taught the command stand.
This command allows the animal’s abdomen to be superficially
examined.The trainer is Dr. Sabrina Poggiagliolmi, a veterinary
behavior resident at The University of Georgia. Figure 2. Dr. Poggiagliolmi gives the doe a treat.


